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NEW OFFER: Wharfedale Property Management director, Tim Munns, outside the new small business offices
created with the refurbishment of Unit 651.

REFURBISHMENT CREATES FIRST OFFICE SUITES
NEW small business office suites are available
at the Estate for the first time following the
refurbishment of a former Royal Ordnance
factory dating back to the 1940s.
Eight office suites totalling 6,750 sq ft, and
ranging from 600 sq ft to 1,100 sq ft, have
been created with the £800,000, six-month
refurbishment of Unit 651 which completed
earlier this year.
The refurbished unit has two entrances, each
serving four self-contained suites off each
hallway with their own separate washrooms
including one with disabled facilities. They
also have their own beverage areas and
individual heating, cooling and ventilation
systems.
Access is by an electronic smart - key system
with visitors able to use an entry phone
facility. Suites can be combined if necessary
and there is a generous
car parking
allocation by modern standards. There

are also moveable floor boxes carrying the
power and CAT5e cabling for telecom and
IT.

for pure office use and this is the first time
that we have been able to offer high-quality
small office suites on flexible leases.

An energy performance asset rating of
B39 – better than can be expected from a
comparable new building - has been created
through high-level insulation and economic
use of power.

“We have had many enquiries for the
new suites with some larger businesses
considering the option of combining them.
Everyone who has inspected the premises
has been impressed with the quality of
the fit-out. We are at an advanced stage
with one enquiry which may lead to an
announcement soon.”

Five-year flexible leases are being offered
with tenants having the option to terminate
after their first year.
Tim Munns, a director of Wharfedale
Property Management Ltd, which manages
the Estate on behalf of owners, Rockspring
Hanover Property Unit Trust, says: “The
Estate has always been a popular location
for small and expanding firms.
“Until now we have generally been able to
offer only manufacturing and distribution
units but there has always been a demand

www.thorparchestate.co.uk

Wharfedale Property Management Limited, managing agents for the Thorp Arch Estate, can be contacted at
The Estate Office, Thorp Arch Estate, Wetherby, West Yorkshire LS23 7BJ y Telephone 01937 845919
www.thorparchestate.co.uk

TOUGH CLIMATE
NURTURES ETAIL LAUNCH

ROOM TO GROW: Etail Ltd managing director, Mark Hepworth, in a unit which the fast-growing
business is expanding into as demand for on-line and telephone shopping grows.
THE TOUGH economic climate has proved
a fertile seed bed for a new warehousing and
fulfilment business which has grown from
three to 15 staff in a matter of months.
Etail Ltd launched by Mark Hepworth and
co directors Linda Derry and Paul Thomas
in October, is now on its third warehouse
and set to take on its fourth as it capitalises
in the growth of on-line and catalogue
shopping.
The fast-growing business has already
landed work from major national businesses,
including home shopping catalogue, Aspect
Two, Leeds, and The Press Association,
Howden, and expects to double its staff to
30 by the autumn.
As well as management and warehouse
staff, Etail Ltd has a busy call centre
handling telephone and online orders in
its customers’ names as well as dealing
with operational issues such as exchanges,
returns and refunds.
Etail is now storing hundreds of products,
ranging from bird tables to `multi-function
trucks’ and electric-socket adaptors and is
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shipping about 15,000 items a month to
customers throughout the UK.
Mark, 51, says: “You have only to consider
that Amazon’s profits are up by 25 per
cent to see where retailing is going, driven
by changing shopping habits and the huge
national growth in the availability of
broadband.
“Consumers are often cash rich but time
poor and are increasingly reluctant to take on
the growing problems associated with high
street shopping such as traffic congestion,
the time and cost of parking and the higher
prices of many goods. As a result, retailing is
going through massive change largely at the
expense of town and city centre stores.
“It is obviously a major boon to the elderly
or disabled for whom it is harder to get out
and about and online shopping offers easy
price comparisons and speedy delivery.
“If they wish, buyers can specify that items
are delivered to their place of work rather
than home so there is added convenience
there too.

“Businesses like ours always do well in
tougher economic times because bigger
organisations are looking to reduce their
costs by outsourcing and customers are
seeking value which is always better out of
newspapers or online because of the reduced
overheads.
“This has been a good time for us to
launch.”
The Estate has also been important in Etail’s
early growth. “It is a good location for us.
Apart from being handy for the motorway
network, there is a wide range of different
sizes of premises so it is possible to build a
business up piece by piece.
“Also, the right skills for this sort of work
are on hand.
“The Estate management has been very
supportive. They have realised that we could
grow to a decent size and allowed us to take
leases where we can move at short notice.”

THREE RS: Nicky Drake of Kip McGrath with pupil Will Blackmore.

HELP WITH THREE RS
FROM KIP MCGRATH
EDUCATION consultant Nicky Drake
swapped a high flying career to devote
herself to helping children to find the key to
their own education.

“Most children need to learn at their own
pace and, quite often, in their own way and
this is not always catered for by mainstream
education” says Nicky.

One of Nicky’s early successes has been
a seven-year-old boy who came to her
struggling to read the alphabet at a relatively
late age and suffering from low self esteem.

Life as a cabin crew member with Japan
Airlines was cast aside so Nicky could
qualify as a teacher and provide special
education to children who thrive on extra
help.

“It can often be something quite simple
and is just a question of finding out what
it is that can make all the difference to a
child’s confidence and ability to learn more
quickly.”

After qualifying she fulfilled a range of
teaching assignments before discovering the
inspirational teaching methods of Australian
educationalist Kip McGrath who franchised
his approach internationally 35 years ago.

The starting point for Nicky is to listen,
usually to parents who have decided that
extra help is needed. “When children are
first brought to us we assess their needs and
strengths and weaknesses free of charge.

“I do not claim to be an expert in every
aspect of teaching but I am committed to
finding the best way to help every child so I
spoke to Kip McGrath advisors and located
an organisation which makes resources for
dyslexia sufferers.

“The more I learned about the Kip McGrath
method, the more impressed I became”
says Nicky who took her own franchise
and opened at Unit 152 on the Estate last
autumn and is already helping dozens of
children.

“After this, we write them an individual
education programme based on the
Kip McGrath techniques. Although we
concentrate on the main building blocks
– English and Maths – there are different
ways to approach them and we select what
is right for each child.” says Nicky.

Now Nicky is applying the Kip McGrath
approach to teaching English and Maths
to children in the Wetherby, Boston Spa,
Tadcaster and York areas who can benefit
from a one-to-one approach to build their
confidence to learn and develop in their own
way.

Nicky’s
background
in
education is also invaluable.

mainstream

“I also discovered that he may learn better
through rhyme and bought a disc for this
and some magnetic letters as a teaching aid
which he could use himself. This child is
now an emerging reader and can de-code
words, is far more confident and has made
friends with older children in his group who
encourage him.“
Kip McGrath offers programmes for pupils
aged from five to 16 and is open after school
on weekdays and on Saturday mornings. For
more information go to www.kipmcgrath.
co.uk

“I am well aware of the National Curriculum
for English and Maths and this enables me
to teach in a way which integrates with
what they are doing at school rather than
being separate from it.”
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SOUND CONCEPT: Concept Handtufting director Charles Lawton, (left) and Nigel Hilton outside their
unit with examples of their high-quality bespoke rugs and carpets.

HIGH-QUALITY CARPETS HELP
CONCEPT HANDTUFTING FLOOR
THE OPPOSITION
ESTATE newcomer, bespoke carpet and
rug supplier Concept Handtufting, has
taken the definition of a family business to
a new extreme as everyone involved with
the company – right down to the external
accountant – is related.

“It has worked well because Charles and
Amy wanted to keep the business small and
friendly so we could give a high standard of
service, coupled with friendly advice, which
matches the bespoke nature of our highquality products.

Husband-and-wife directors, Charles and
Amy Lawton, founded the business, which
has its head office in Sicklinghall, near
Harrogate, six years ago and Charles’
daughter Ellie, 24, now takes charge of
sales and marketing for the company which
moved part of its operation into a depot at
9, Moat House Square this April.

“Our being related does work very well as
we communicate the whole time to ensure
that all our customers’ requirements are
attended to.”

Meanwhile, fourth full-time employee,
Nigel Hilton, who manages the warehouse,
is Amy Lawton’s brother–in-law and, finally,
part-time accountant to the business, Kate
Butler, is Charles’ sister.
“It was not planned this way” says Ellie. “It
just happened that the need to fill certain
roles within the business naturally coincided
with members of the family seeking work,
so it all dovetailed.
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As well as storing carpets and rugs when
they arrive from manufacturers and before
delivery to customers, the Estate depot is
also used to store samples, brochures and
company stationery.
All Concept Handtufting’s products (www.
concepthandtufting.co.uk) are bespoke,
designed by Amy Lawton, and sourced
from high-quality manufacturers around
the world.
Every item is made from natural fibres,
including 100 per cent New Zealand Wool,
silk, viscose and bamboo as well as various
combinations of them all. Exact colour

matches can be created with any fabric or
colour scheme.
The carpets, which are designed and
manufactured for a long life, are specified to
fit the exact size of the room they are needed
for. Unlike many mass-produced carpets,
there is no minimum width so customers
do not need to buy more carpet than is
necessary.
“Virtually all our rugs and carpets are
designed, coloured and manufactured
to order and we supply everyone from
individuals who want a special rug for their
living room, and contact us through an
interior designer, to hotels and businesses
which want something striking and
individual.
“Even though the economic climate is tough,
we are very busy indeed. It seems that people
still want to invest in good quality where it
also offers value for money” adds Ellie.

TASTE OF SUCCESS FOR
CATERING BUSINESS

TASTY DISH: Hayley Cullen of Taste Cuisine with a mouth watering desert.
OUTSIDE catering company Taste Cuisine
which was founded almost 15 years ago
is set to go from strength to strength after
joining forces with a leading staff provider.
Taste Cuisine (Unit 451) has been acquired
by Leeds-based Yorkshire Hospitality
Recruitment Ltd – a move which enables the
new enlarged business to provide a seamless
service of high-quality food and top-quality
professional service.
After being launched in the founder’s
kitchen under a different name in 1995,
Taste Cuisine steadily grew and came to the
Estate in 2000.
Current director of operations, Hayley
Cullen, joined the venture the following
year as a waitress after gaining a marketing
degree and acquired Taste Cuisine two years
later before selling to Yorkshire Hospitality

Recruitment this year (2009) after a period
working together.
“They are a premier division staffing
company for the catering and hospitality
industry and Taste Cuisine provides topclass food. We’ve been working together for
eight years so their decision to acquire our
business was a natural progression which
enables us to support each other” says
Hayley.

“It was a natural
progression to acquire
our business”

which is also able to provide full event
management as part of a total service where
food can range from simple sandwiches to
high-class, five-course banquets, hot or cold
buffets, canapés and even barbeques.
While most of Taste Cuisine’s customers are
in Yorkshire, its growing reputation and
contacts have seen it operate as far away as
Oxford and Scotland.
“The Estate is an ideal base for me because I
live nearby” says Hayley “and it is also easy
to get to, and from, Leeds and on to the
motorway network for wherever we need
to be. It is far better than having to battle
through congestion to get into a big city and
is also a nice place to work.”

Everything from small private get-togethers
to weddings and large corporate events are
catered for by Taste Cuisine
(www.tastecuisine.co.uk)
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TOP GEAR: JB Gears managing director, John Brown, who is so busy
staff are working a seven-day week.

GEARED UP FOR GROWTH
John Brown was hoping to drop down a
gear when he passed 60 and moved his
business to the Estate but, in spite of the
tough economic climate, is now busier than
ever.
“I had an idea that I would slow down to
working only three days a week when we
moved here two years ago but we are now
busy all week and weekends too.”
John founded JB Gears (Unit 418) in 1974
and had several bases in Leeds before leaving
the city and aiming for a quieter life in the
Estate’s rural setting.
Ironically, John, who has two full-time staff,
started out as an engineering apprentice
working for Royal Ordnance at Crossgates,
Leeds, and is now based at part of a former
war time Royal Ordnance factory.

Value-adding expertise is what counts in
tough economic times and JB Gears is among
only a few independent gear manufacturers
in the region with two main divisions.
One is a nationwide distributor of motorcycle
sprockets and chains.
This often involves making special sprockets
to customer’s individual requirements.
During the last ten years, the use of largecapacity motorcycle engines in hill-climb and
autograss cars has provided an increasing
demand for one-off sprockets.
More recently, this has expanded into
the manufacture of other transmission
components for motorsport customers.
The other division provides a subcontracted gear - cutting service for

Archway - Future Editions
Do you have a story about your business
which you would like to see published
in the next edition of Archway or used
as part of a regional media campaign to
promote Thorp Arch Estate?
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Would you like to contribute the next View
From The Estate article for Archway?

industrial customers. This covers everything
from a one-off breakdown to batch work
for original equipment manufacturers and
spans a wide range of customers from small
workshops, printers and food-processors to
the manufacturer of a machine which puts
foil strips in banknotes.
“The move into gear manufacturing was
prompted by the fact that originally the
motorcycle trade was very seasonal, March
to September and sub-contracting helped to
provide work during the winter months.”
Relocating to the Estate was part of John’s
plan to move down a gear on his approach
to retirement. “For the time being we are
glad to be busy. We like the more peaceful
setting here. Also I live nearby so it is a much
easier trip to work for me.”

If so, please email your initial interest and
an outline of your story idea to:
mike@mediagaints.tv with ARCHWAY in
the subject line and we will respond in
due course.

REVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY
HANDS POWER TO THE PEOPLE

ENERGY MONITOR: Efergy Ltd director, Mike Woodhall displays one of the company’s innovative
systems which enable households and businesses to monitor their energy use.
A chance for businesses and householders
to monitor their electricity use for both
environmental and economic reasons is
being provided by Estate newcomer, Efergy
Ltd.
Hundreds of thousands of the revolutionary
technology developed by Efergy Ltd, which
moved to the Estate in January, are now
being sold around the world, only three
years after the business was founded.
The company has designed and manufactures
a small unit which is clipped onto the mains
electricity supply at a point near where
it enters the meter and reads the amount
of power being used. By using wireless
technology, it transmits data to a monitor
in a format which can be easily read to
understand how much energy is being used
at any given time.
Growing environmental concerns, coupled
with a desire among households and
businesses to reduce energy costs during the
tougher economic climate, means that sales
of the technology, manufactured by Efergy
in China, are increasing rapidly.

“We’ve grown from two staff, two years
ago” says sales director, Mike Woodhall,
“to 12 based in Singapore, China, Barcelona
and here on the Estate. Sales have risen from
between 5,000 and 10,000 in the first years
to hundreds of thousands now.”
Efergy Ltd was founded in 2006 and
originally based in London with a warehouse
in Dawlish but, as the business owners
moved to the Far East to concentrate on
technological development and production,
the company moved to the Estate with the
appointment of Mike Woodhall who has
always worked in the area.
“Our product is a simple, cost effective
awareness tool” adds Mike. “Electricity is
invisible so we cannot see it being used. We
take it for granted although it is no longer
inexpensive, either in cash terms or to the
environment.
“The system is a call to arms. It allows
anyone – at a glance – to understand how
much energy they are using and how much
it is costing them when they switch on that
washing machine or boil a kettle.

“The aim is to give people an understanding
of what they are using so they can take
sensible energy-saving measures such as
turning off lights, turning off stand-by
switches or changing to compact fluorescent
light bulbs.

“Our system is
a call to arms”
“It is not hard for people to take simple
measures which actually make very little
difference to the comfort or efficiency of
their home or business but can make a 20 per
cent saving on their bill which could make
all the difference in the current climate.”
The Estate, he adds, is a good place to be
based. “It has good communications links,
is easy and convenient and we have the
flexibility to move into bigger units as we
grow.”
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SIMON TAKES PLUNGE WITH NEW
POWERBOAT VENTURE

AHOY THERE: Business is sailing for Simon Waring of Wake & Ski Boats UK.
Simon Waring has never been afraid to be
bold and, when changes started to affect the
US powerboat manufacturer for whom he
worked in the UK, his response was equally
radical.

“In the 18 months before we set up we
saw lots of changes” says Simon. “There
were changes at MasterCraft’s US factory,
changes in the types of craft being offered
and changes in the UK market.

After 18 years’ supporting the distribution
of US-made MasterCraft ski and wakeboard
boats throughout the UK, he spotted an
opportunity to widen his horizons and
launch a new venture Wake + Ski Boats UK
(www.wakeandskiboats.co.uk) at 19 Moat
House Square.

“I realised during 2008 that continuing to
operate as a sole importer for MasterCraft
was going to mean serious investment and
changes to the business which would also
involve concentrating more on the newer
products which would have to carve out
their own niche in the market.

His 18 years at MasterCraft GB, Knottingley,
had seen Simon rise from stores assistant
to managing director and given him the
experience to launch the new business which
combines his former role with wider services
to the UK powerboat market.

“After careful consideration and taking
into account that the North East represents
about 70 per cent of annual sales with
greatest focus on the more dedicated ski and
wakeboard boats, we decided to do business
differently.”

Now, as well as supporting sales of
MasterCraft’s new range, Simon and his
team work with a range of other ski and
wakeboard boat manufacturers throughout
the UK as well as selling second hand
vessels.

The launch of Wake + Ski Boats UK means
that Simon and his team, which includes
one other full-time member of staff and two
part-time engineers, can broker any deal,
ensuring that the buyer gets the boat they
want, at the best price Simon can achieve,
and after-sales customer support.
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Simon adds: “As we have no stock
commitments, we can help buyers find the
boat they want rather than just what we
happen to have on the premises.”
Having decided to launch the new venture,
Simon, who lives in North Rigton near
Harrogate, had to find a location which
could house a lot of boats without being too
costly for a start-up enterprise.
“I remembered go-karting at Thorp Arch
Estate and realised it would be a great
location. Our unit makes an ideal showroom
and is good for customers to visit. The Estate
management was very helpful throughout
our move and we also occupy a farm
building nearby which is our workshop.”
With a test lake only 20 minutes away,
the business is also considering offering
corporate and team-building activities for
groups of between eight and 12 people.
“It is all about broadening what we do to
meet customer needs” says Simon. “We
think that corporate entertainment and
team building days will go down well.”

PEACE AND SERENITY: Millie Mylvaganam, who opened Lotus Spa after becoming fascinated by the
benefits of AyurVeda, in the new Yoga Ashram.

NEW LOG CABIN ASHRAM EXTENDS
LOTUS SPA’S YOGA CLASSES
FOR those seeking additional peace and
self-realisation, away from the 21st century
pressures of the credit crunch, a new venture
has been launched at the Estate’s very own
oasis of Eastern tranquility.
A Yoga Ashram – a place of learning - has
been created at Lotus AyurVeda health and
beauty spa (www.lotus-ayurveda.co.uk) to
complement its range of treatments carried
out using the holistic approach of AyurVeda
which has been developed over 5,000
years.
The 80 ft by 40 ft log cabin ashram, adjoining
the award-winning Lotus Spa at Unit 452,
Street Seven, Birch Park, was provided as
an extension through the Estate owners and
managers with project management from
the York-based LHL Group, and enables
founder, Millie Mylvaganam, and her team
to cater for bigger classes of up to 20 for
Yoga lessons.

“We’ve been able to provide yoga classes
since we opened just over three years ago”
says former teacher Millie Mylvaganam who
opened Lotus Spa after becoming fascinated
by the benefits of AyurVeda, an ancient
approach to holistic health, on a visit to
southern India with her business consultant
husband Ram.
“Previously we have been able to cater for
classes of up to six but they have become so
popular that we had to create the ashram
to meet growing demand and so, in a
new departure, we can provide yoga for
children.
“The log cabin ashram is made from natural
materials which create an atmosphere of
warmth, peace and serenity. The Estate
management was very helpful when we
approached them with the idea as they
were considering introducing log cabins
anyway.”

All Lotus Spa’s staff are fully trained in the
methods of AyurVeda which teaches that
everything in the universe is assembled from
a combination of five great elements which
must be correctly harmonised in the human
body to create health, peace and well being.
Yoga is provided by teachers Dr Majosh
Jolly, Louisa Hill and Lauren Heslop who
will teach children’s yoga. But can yoga
really help children? “Yes” says Millie “We
are introducing it to meet demand.
“Yoga
enhances
concentration
and
breathing, focuses the mind, aids social and
self confidence and self-discipline as well as
being very good exercise.
“We feel it is another exciting alternative
at a time when the Government is trying to
encourage more exercise for children. We do
it in a non-competitive way which appeals
to children and parents like it as it adds to
their child’s variety of activities as well as to
their cultural awareness.”
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POWERING AHEAD: Power Electrics Superstore directors, Jas Toor, (left) and Amarjit Singh, in their
new showroom on the Estate’s Retail Park.

POWERING TO SUCCESS AS NEW
ELECTRICAL SUPERSTORE OPENS
TRADING may be tough on Britain’s high
streets – but the Estate’s Retail Park offers
distinct advantages for one new store.
Twelve new jobs have been created with the
opening of Power Electrical Superstore, a
brand new enterprise which aims to become
the UK’s best -value electrical retailer.
Based in an 11,000 sq ft unit, formerly
occupied by Empire Direct, Power Electrical
Superstore has been launched by directors
Amarjit Singh and Jaswant Toor who have
more than 25 years electrical retailing
experience.
“Business is tough for many people now”
says Amarjit “but we believe this is to our
advantage and it has helped us to get off to
a strong start.

“We’ll beat the price of
any other electrical store
for the same product”
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“The Estate’s Retail Park, is an established,
excellent location with an attractive setting
and, importantly, free car parking. This
unit has long been associated with electrical
retailers and the low overheads allow us to
beat the big high street names for value.
“In harder times like this, shoppers do not
stop buying, they just seek out better value
for their money and that is where we come
in.
“We will beat the price of any other electrical
store for the same product and we also have
experienced staff able to provide first-rate
customer care which will set new standards
in our field”.
The new business, which sells everything
from toasters and kettles through to cookers
and wide-screen TVs, opened on June 1 and,
since then, has launched similar stores in
Bolton and Doncaster.
Amarjit adds: “Some of our competitors
which offer low prices do so only on inferior
brands and, if you look closely, the deals are

not as good as they first appear. Our offers
are on top brands. We are ready to take on
the big players and beat them at their own
game.
“Progress in the first seven weeks has
been very good. We want to create lifelong customers who would not consider
shopping elsewhere and I think we are going
to achieve that. We’re both work-aholics –
seven days a week – because we love what
we do.”

• Power Electrical Showroom
is offering all employees on the
Estate a five per cent discount
on the marked price of any
product.
All that is required is a copy of
this edition of Archway along
with proof of employment on the
Estate. The offer lasts until the
next edition of this magazine.

SUIT YOU SIR? Sporting charity fund raiser Lee Quickmire.

HEROIC LEE KEEPS THE
FUN IN FUNDRAISING
IF Archway were to present an award for
heroic endeavour, this edition’s would go
to Estate worker, Lee Quickmire, for his
courageous efforts for charity, including
what turned out to be a one-armed swim
In spite of three months training, Lee,
distribution
manager
with
Quintal
Healthcare Ltd, (Unit 427A), was 20 lengths
into the 200-length Swimathon 2009 to raise
money for Marie Curie Cancer Care Trust
when he tore tendons in his right shoulder
and had to complete the remaining 180
lengths of the 25-metre pool at Wetherby
Leisure Centre one armed.
“I was in great pain and agony for the
remaining one hour 20 minutes” says
18-stone Lee, who slimmed down to 16-stone
during training and, for added colour, swam
in a woman’s costume and frilly hat.
“The one thing that kept me going was that
I knew my pain would go later that day with
a little relaxation and a beer but, for people
suffering from cancer, the pain is constant.

I was hurting for more than an hour but
they are hurting every day and that helped
me reach the end.”
Lee’s heroic efforts enabled him to raise
£2,500 but the experience has driven him
to find more ways to help the charity and
in September he is to complete the Great
North Swim to raise additional funds for
the charity which provides free nursing to
terminally-ill cancer patients in their own
homes.
However Lee, 32, of Woodthorpe, York, has
decided to do something a little different to
keep the fun in fundraising and, with help
from his local, The Fox Inn, Holgate Road,
York, has set up a football team, Fox FC, in
aid of the Marie Curie Cancer Care.
“We aim to raise funds and awareness of
the charity” says Lee. “Throughout the year
we will be doing various events and will be
promoting Marie Curie Cancer Care Trust
each week through our football matches and
have been accepted into the York Sunday
Morning Football League.”

All the fund’s money raised throughout the
season will be divided between the club and
the Marie Curie Cancer Care Trust, York,
and Lee hopes they will raise £300 for the
charity.
The soccer team is also giving Estate, and
local, businesses a chance to help by donating
£10 to enter a prize draw to become a gold
main sponsor for the team. All those which
enter will have their company name on the
back of the Fox FC shirt, on two advertising
boards at all home games as well as on all
links and promotions.
Any business, or person, wishing to support
Lee, or find out more
about his efforts,
can do so by
visiting his website
www.ihelped.info.
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VIEW FROM THE ESTATE
By Derek Brown, managing director of Oblong Creative

Thorp Arch Estate has proved ideal for us
– and it is a bonus that I live in Wetherby
and can cycle to work along the new
Sustrans cycle route.
Oblong Creative – a small specialist
publishing services company - was
founded in 1997 in Fulford, York and,
when we were looking to relocate, the
Estate seemed ideal.
I manage the business along with
fellow director, Jackie Maidment and
distribution manager Gill Rowling. We
provide a full range of publishing services
to academic societies and design work to
other small publishers throughout the UK
and overseas as well as publishing books
in our own right.
There is a need for academic and specialinterest books but mainstream publishers
tend to shy away because there is no mass
market. This is where we step in.
Our book publishing side has grown to

Thorp Arch Estate, Wetherby, is a
thriving business community in an
attractive parkland setting close to the A1
motorway.
The Estate is home to a diverse range of more
than 150 businesses, from small businesses
to large Plcs, operating in local, national and

the point where every available inch of
our 900 sq ft unit (416B) is taken up. We
are now adept at securing grant support
from international bodies which makes
relatively short print runs possible for
some of our authors.
As well as publishing two new titles of
our own in the last year, one on furniture
decoration techniques and another about
wood engraving, we have also fulfilled a
highly-prestigious contract for Magdalen
College, Oxford, producing two books
by multiple authors on the history of the
college and the treasures it owns.
We’ve witnessed a fair few alterations on
the Estate. Every single business in our
immediate vicinity has changed in the last
eight years and there does now seem to
be a greater emphasis on food and drinks
companies in this area.
A major improvement has been the

international markets and employing a total
of more than 2,500 people.
The 120,000 sq ft Thorp Arch Retail Park
was one of the first out-of-town shopping
centres in the North when it opened in
1959 and is complemented by a variety of
leisure facilities.

opening of Tom, Dick and Harry’s
Restaurant where we treat visiting
editors. It is very handy to have around
as it is only a short walk in fine weather.
The Estate management does a good
job of keeping the whole area tidy and
well maintained. Upgrading the second
entrance and creating the new roundabout
have also been very good for us.
It is also good to be handy for the
motorway network as we are regularly
shipping large amounts of books in and
out. New offices have been created not
far away and it is good that the Estate is
providing new facilities even in difficult
times.
We really enjoy the green spaces and the
fact that there is quite a lot of wildlife
which seems to find a secure home –
especially as Jackie and I both started
our publishing careers in the centre of
London!

Thorp Arch Estate is part of the investment
portfolio of Rockspring Hanover Property
Unit Trust which is committed to a
programme of improvements to provide
more commercial accommodation to meet
the needs of businesses and promote
Commerce in the Countryside.

Wharfedale Property Management Limited, managing agents for the Thorp Arch Estate, can be contacted at
The Estate Office, Thorp Arch Estate, Wetherby, West Yorkshire LS23 7FZ y Telephone 01937 845919
www.thorparchestate.co.uk
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